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Resonance-mediated Atomic Ionization Dynamics Induced by Ultraintense X-ray

Pulses

Phay J. Ho, E. P. Kanter, and L. Young
Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois 60439, USA

We describe the methodology of our recently developed Monte-Carlo rate equation (MCRE) ap-
proach, which, for the first time, systematically incorporates bound-bound resonances to model
multiphoton ionization dynamics induced by high-fluence, high-intensity x-ray free electron laser
(XFEL) pulses. These resonances are responsible for ionization far beyond that predicted by the
sequential single photon absorption model and are central to a quantitative understanding of atomic
ionization dynamics in XFEL pulses. We also present calculated multiphoton ionization dynamics
for Kr and Xe atoms in XFEL pulses for a variety of conditions, to compare the effects of bandwidth,
pulse duration, pulse fluence and photon energy. This comprehensive computational investigation
reveals areas in the photon energy - pulse fluence landscape where resonances are critically impor-
tant. We also uncover a mechanism, preservation of inner-shell vacancies (PIVS), whereby radiation
damage is enhanced at higher XFEL intensities and identify the sequence of core-outer/Rydberg,
core-valence, and core-core resonances encountered during multiphoton x-ray ionization.

PACS numbers: 32.80.Rm, 41.60.Cr, 02.70.Uu

I. INTRODUCTION

X-ray free-electron laser (XFEL) pulses, as currently
available at the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS) [1]
and SPring-8 Angstrom Compact Free Electron Laser
(SACLA) [2], represent an unprecedented tool to fol-
low dynamics on femtosecond timescales and determine
structure with Angstrom resolution. Since these pulses
contain high photon number, multiphoton interaction is
almost unavoidable in the focused beam [3–7]. Indeed
the first experiment at LCLS found that all ten elec-
trons could be stripped from a neon atom in a single
100-femtosecond x-ray pulse [3]. This implies that dur-
ing the course of a single ultrashort pulse the absorption
spectrum and the scattering power of all atoms exposed
to the x-ray beam are changing, and that x-ray snap-
shots derived from a single pulse are not representative
of the initial state, but rather an evolving x-ray driven
sample. Thus, it is of fundamental interest to understand
the electron dynamics within the sample for any applica-
tion, most notably for single particle imaging and serial
femtosecond crystallography where ultraintense focused
x-ray pulses are required [8–10].

The characteristics of XFEL pulses along with atomic
structure properties dictate the induced electron dynam-
ics within atoms. Initially XFELs operated in the SASE
(Self-Amplified Spontaneous Emission) mode [11] and
produced chaotic pulses with relatively large bandwidth
and jitter approaching 1% of the photon energy. More
recently researchers have been actively pursuing develop-
ments beyond the SASE mode. Using novel self-seeding
schemes [12, 13], narrow bandwidth XFEL pulses in both
the hard x-ray [14] and soft x-ray [15] regime were pro-
duced. The seeded mode leads to dramatic improvement
in wavelength stability and, in comparison to the SASE
mode, has a much narrower bandwidth of the order of
0.01% of the x-ray photon energy. In addition, seeding

is expected to provide a means to significantly higher
XFEL intensities to the 10-terawatt level [16]. Develop-
ments are also underway to improve pulse stability and
add novel features to the seeded pulse operation mode,
such as two-color femtosecond pulses [15, 17, 18]. These
new capabilities further motivate detailed understand-
ing of the fundamental interactions of XFEL pulses with
atoms and molecules as they can impact potential appli-
cations such as following chemical dynamics in real time,
performing structural analysis of complex materials and
controlling inner-shell processes in atoms and molecules
and complex materials.

In this paper we follow our recent publication [19]
where we reported a Monte Carlo rate equation (MCRE)
approach to track electron dynamics in XFEL-irradiated
atoms which included, for the first time, bound-bound
resonance transitions. In that work, we provided the first
theoretical validation of the Resonance-Enhanced X-Ray
Multiple Ionization (REXMI) mechanism which enables
efficient production of unexpectedly high charge states
observed in XFEL studies of atomic ionization of Ar at
0.48 keV [20, 21], Kr at 2.0 keV [7] and Xe at 1.5 keV [6].
We predicted the striking observation for Xe irradiated
with 1.5 keV XFEL pulses of charge states up to 36+, far
beyond the sequential single photon limit of 26+. Sim-
pler MCRE codes that do not include resonances used for
XFEL interactions, e.g. XATOM [22–24], fail to predict
the REXMI mechanism. Previously, MCRE simulations
have been employed to model vacancy cascades initiated
from a single inner-shell ionization event as observed in
synchrotron studies [25–30]. The MCRE method was
then adapted by Son and co-workers [24] to investigate
the response of Xe [5, 6, 31], Kr [7] and Ar [31] atoms
to XFEL pulses. The computational challenge to include
bound-bound transitions is extreme, but critical to mas-
ter, as resonances play an important role in understand-
ing differences between seeded and SASE pulses. Here
we present details of the advances in MCRE methodol-
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ogy and new predictions for Kr and Xe under a variety
of XFEL-pulse conditions.
In ultraintense XFEL interactions with atoms, the

dominant mechanism is sequential single photon ioniza-
tion up to a maximal charge state where one-photon ion-
ization is no longer energetically allowed. This was firmly
established as the dominant ionization mechanism for x-
ray intensities approaching 1018W/cm2 [3] in accordance
with earlier theoretical predictions [32]. Although these
intensities appear extreme, nonsequential two-photon ab-
sorption was found to be relatively weak [33], though
stronger than simple theoretical predictions - a finding
which could be reconciled by invoking the presence of
nearby resonances [34]. Nevertheless, even in this case
when resonances are not included, the computational re-
quirements are large for systems containing many elec-
trons [24]. Why? If only one photon is absorbed, as in
synchrotron studies, creating an inner-shell hole, Auger
relaxation produces multiply charged ions, but only a
handful of transients are involved. However in an ultrain-
tense XFEL pulse, photoabsorption rates are comparable
to the inner-shell relaxation rates and can interrupt the
inner-shell cascade. Thus, an XFEL pulse produces a dif-
ferent and larger set of intermediate transients compared
to a synchrotron pulse.
Resonances can greatly alter the basic ionization pro-

cess. Resonance behavior in XFEL pulses was investi-
gated early by Kanter and coworkers [35]. Here the lead-
ing edge of the XFEL pulse was used to reveal a ‘hid-
den” resonance in neon by creating a 2p hole and, with
the photon energy tuned properly, the 1s − 2p transi-
tion could be Rabi-cycled. Resonances have cross sec-
tions that are several orders of magnitude higher than
the underlying background continuum. The general sce-
nario for hidden resonance effects is that the pulse opens
windows for resonance excitations (REs) that eventually
terminate as the charge state increases.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the

Monte Carlo rate equation and our numerical implemen-
tation that allows for the study of resonant phenomena is
discussed. In Sections 3 and 4, the calculated ionization
dynamics of Kr and Xe atoms are presented. Finally, a
summary of our results is presented in Section 5.

II. SECTION 2: THEORETICAL METHOD AND

IMPLEMENTATION

The time-dependent population of an electronic config-
uration (EC) N(J) of an atom produced in its interaction
with an intense x-ray pulse can be modeled using the rate
equation [3, 36]

dPN(J)(t)

dt
= γ(t)PN(J)(t) (1)

where PN(J)(t) is a vector that contains the population
of all ECs, γ(t) is a matrix containing all the transition

rates and N
(J) = {N

(J)
1 , N

(J)
2 , ..., N

(J)
M } gives a set of

# of ECs with no RE # of ECs with RE
He 3 861
Ne 63 9.65× 109

Ar 1.33 × 103 3.40 × 1014

Kr 3.05 × 105 1.85 × 1021

Xe 7.06 × 107 4.65 × 1025

TABLE I. Number of possible ECs for rare-gas atom calcu-
lations if resonant excitation (RE) is excluded and if RE is
included up to 10 g orbitals. These numbers are calculated
using the equation given in [37].

occupation numbers in M subshells. Here, J is the label

of this EC and N
(J)
i is the number of electrons occupying

the i subshell.
For systems with a small number of electrons and no

resonant transition, the direct integration method for
solving eq. (1) can be convenient and manageable [3, 36].
But, for heavy elements, which have a large number of
ECs, this integration method becomes very inefficient.
In the case that resonant transitions are included, imple-
mentation of that method is impossible. This is because
that method requires a small time step to capture the
fastest electronic transition (∼attoseconds) and a long
timescale to describe the relaxation processes, which can
be picoseconds or longer, when an accurate final ion count
is desired. A more demanding aspect is the computation
of the transition rate matrix for all ECs. Since the im-
portance of individual ECs is not known a priori, all ECs
would need to be included.
The challenge of solving the rate equation via direct

numerical integration is illustrated in Table I which lists
the numbers of ECs with and without inclusion of REs.
Here the number of ECs are counted up to the Rydberg
state of 10 g, an increment of 2 in l and 5 in n over oc-
cupied ECs in ground state Xe, and consisting of a set
of 40 subshells. For Xe, the number of ECs is increased
by more than 15 orders of magnitude if RE is included.
Merely storing the population of each EC is computa-
tionally challenging. This set of subshells is found to be
sufficient to account for the Xe and Kr ionization dynam-
ics and give a converged ion yield value with a precision
of 0.01% for our chosen range of XFEL pulse parameter
sets. For different pulse parameters and precision, differ-
ent ranges of n and l quantum number might be needed.
Thus, the Monte Carlo rate equation (MCRE) method,

which can efficiently and dynamically select the most
probable ECs, is a logical choice for studies involv-
ing heavy elements [24] and resonant phenomena [19].
Briefly, an ensemble of atoms with the same starting elec-
tronic configuration of N

(J0) is tracked throughout an
XFEL pulse starting at t0. Essentially their individual
response is recorded as a time sequence of ECs:

N
(J0) t1−→ N

(J1) t2−→ ...N(Jk−1) tk−→ N
(Jk). (2)

At each time step, a random number is generated to
determine whether an electronic transition will take
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place. Possible electronic transitions include, pho-
toionization, resonant absorption, Auger, Coster-Kronig,
auto-ionization and fluorescence. The probability of a
transition being selected is weighted by its transition
strength, which is its transition rate multiplied by the
chosen time step size. If an electronic transition occurs
at t1, the atom will have a new electronic configuration of
N

(J1). This procedure is then repeated forN(J1) until the
atom reaches a final EC of N(Jk), which has no more de-
cay channels. For our ensemble of atoms, the individual
time sequences can vary from each other. Collectively,
they are used to construct the time-dependent probabil-
ity of each EC, which is the solution of eq. (1), and var-
ious observables, like the ion yield and statistical data of
each type of electronic transition. Since each electronic
transition is treated as an independent, random event, an
adaptive time stepping approach is usually used to speed
up the computation.
The atomic data of all needed electronic configura-

tions (ECs) are computed using the Hartree-Fock-Slater
model [38–40]. Following the treatment in [23, 40–51],
we calculate the bound-state and continuum orbital wave
functions, orbital energies, photoionization and resonant
absorption cross section, Auger, Coster-Kronig, auto-
ionization and fluorescence rates. We use a variant of the
Herman-Skillman code, with a different numerical grid
based on the pseudo-spectral method [52–56] to describe
the bound states. This grid method provides flexible and
optimal numerical grid, dense near the nucleus and sparse
away from the nucleus, for better control of convergence
and stability. Continuum states are decribed by a dense
uniform grid. Our method is similar to those used in the
XATOM toolkit [22–24].

A. 2a: Database

A critical element that enables inclusion of resonant
excitations in MCRE is database design with a unique
labelling scheme for each encountered EC. A convenient
way to assign a unique integral ID to an EC, N(J), with
occupation number Ni as

J =

M∑

i=1

N
(J)
i fi (3)

fi =

i∑

j=2

fj−1(gj + 1); f1 = 1; (4)

where gj is the maximum occupancy of the subshell j,
adding and removing an electron from the j-th shell
changes the index by a value of fj. The value J , then,
can be used to provide a direct mapping to the location
of desired atomic data in the database. However, when
excitation is included, such a mapping scheme will not
work because J can be larger than the maximum value
of a 64-bit integer, 264 − 1.
Thus, we designed a search-based mechanism to access

the database. For each run, we first setup a database by

storing the atomic data of all the known ECs from an
input file. The atomic data are collected from previous
related calculations. Each entry of atomic data of an EC
has a numeral index, which merely labels the order that
this EC is stored in the database. So, the largest index
corresponds to the number of ECs stored in the database.
In order to shorten the query time, our database has an
EC key generator (ECKG) and active EC array (AECA).
The function of ECKG is to generate a unique key for a
particular EC, which is an M -character string with each
character encoding the occupation number of each sub-
shell. For example, the EC of Xe+ with two 2p holes and
an electron in 7d” has a unique key of “c ce cgk cgka
cgaaa aaaaa aabaa aaaaa aaaaa aaaaa” with the charac-
ters a, b, c, ... and k representing an occupancy number
of 0, 1, 2, ..., 10 respectively. The spaces in the key are
added for clarity to separate groups of subshells with in-
creasing n values, and the subshells are arranged in the
order of increasing l values. The AECA is an associa-
tive array, which is an abstract data type composed of
a collection of (key, index, frequency) triples. The index
points to the index of entry of atomic data of the given
EC. This AECA contains only ECs that have been in-
voked in this run. Thus, the number of entries is usually
much smaller than the number of the ECs stored in the
database. With this array, we can reduce the query time.

At each time step, when an electronic transition takes
place leading to a new EC, we generate a key for this
new EC using ECKG. Next we search AECA to find out
if this new EC has been invoked before by comparing its
key with the entries of AECA sequentially. When the
desired key matches one of those in the AECA, the cor-
responding index would point to the atomic data of the
desired EC in the database and the frequency counter
will be increased by 1. Note that this array is sorted
regularly throughout the calculation based on the fre-
quencies of individual ECs encountered while the order
of the database remains unchanged. To further speed up
the search process, the active EC array can be decom-
posed into many subsets based on ion charge state and
number of excited electrons.

If the AECA does not contain this EC, we proceed to
search the database sequentially. If the entry is found in
the database, AECA will be updated and the atomic data
of this EC can be retrieved for calculation. However, in
the case that this EC is also absent in the database, the
atomic data of this EC will be generated and both the
AECA and the database will be updated. In this way,
the size of the database and the AECA expands as more
atoms are calculated. Of course, the number of the im-
portant ECs depends strongly on the pulse parameters;
it will grow with higher photon fluence and larger band-
width. But, for all the calculations presented, the number
of important ECs, which ranges from tens of thousands
for Kr and hundreds of thousands for Xe, is still manage-
able using a personal computer. At the end of each run,
this database is output to a file, which can be read as an
input and further expanded in future calculations.
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) The resonance landscape for various charge states of Kr that can be uncovered over a range of
incoming x-ray photon energies. The resonances in this scatter plot are separated into 5 groups depending on the initial
subshell. The red triangles, blue circles, green triangles, purple circles and yellow squares designate the resonances from 2s, 2p,
3s, 3p and 3d subshell respectively. Panel (b), (c) and (d) show only the resonances to n = 3 (core shell), n = 4 (valence shell)
and n ≥ 5 (outer or Rydberg shell) respectively. Each solid curve traces a series of the same type resonance transition, like
2p → 3s, in ground state EC as a function of ion charge state. We note that some of these transitions in ions with ground-state
EC are not allowed due to the lack of the vacancy in the upper subshells. For example, there is no 2p → 3d in ground-state Kr+,
but this transition is found in an excited EC of Kr+[3d−1] (highlighted in pink in (b)), which is responsible for an ultraefficient
ionization in a 1.6-keV SASE pulse. The column-like appearances are due to the stacking of multiple resonances with similar
energies. For example in (b), the highest and lowest energy 2p → 3s in Kr20+ are 480 eV apart.
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Average number of resonant excitation events (ANREE) occurred in producing a krypton ion in (a) an
80-fs, 1% BW XFEL pulse, (b) an 80-fs, 0.01% BW XFEL pulse, and (c) an 7-fs, 1% BW XFEL pulse as a function of x-ray
photon energies and pulse energy (or fluence) with an x-ray focus of 9 µm2. To enhance the visibility of its pulse energy and
ωX dependence, larger circles are used to indicate large ANREE in addition to the color-coded legend.
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III. SECTION 3: KRYPTON IONIZATION

DYNAMICS

Using the MCRE method, we examine the effects of
pulse parameters (x-ray photon energy, pulse duration,
fluence and bandwidth) on the ionization dynamics of
Kr and Xe in an XFEL pulse. For each parameter set,
10,000 to 50,000 trajectories are used to obtain converged
ion yield values.
We first present the Kr results calculated over a range

of pulse parameters (photon energy 1.0 – 2.5 keV, pulse
duration 7 – 80 fs, pulse energy 0.75 ×10−3 – 0.75× 102

mJ). The parameter range spans the earlier Kr measure-
ment performed with 80-fs SASE XFEL pulses at 1.5
and 2.0 keV with pulse energies between 0.3 to 0.5 mJ
and a focal area of 9 µm2 [7]. Our previous calculations
[19], which include spatial intensity averaging, confirm
that resonances are needed to reproduce experimental ion
yields of Kr at 2.0 keV, but are not important at 1.5 keV.
Here we extend our study over a larger range of pulse pa-
rameters to shed light on the photon-energy dependence
of XFEL resonance physics. A significant motivation of
this study is to understand the effect of bandwidth (SASE
vs seeded mode) on ionization dynamics.
We computed the Kr atomic ionization dynamics for

three different groups of XFEL pulses: 1) SASE pulse
with energy bandwidth (BW) (1%), 80-fs duration, 2)
seeded pulse BW (0.01%), 80-fs duration, 3) SASE pulse
BW (1%), 7-fs duration. The 7-fs pulse duration is stan-
dard at SACLA [57]. For a given pulse energy (PE) and
x-ray photon energy (ωX), these three pulse groups con-
tain the same photon number. For each group of pulses
we calculated 16 ωX values (1 to 2.5 keV) and 6 different
PEs incremented by 10x (0.75×10−3 mJ – 0.75×102 mJ).
Each pulse is assumed to have a flattop spatial profile and
a focus of 9 µm2, as used in the earlier measurement [7].
The PEs correspond to a pulse fluence of 0.00083 to 8.3
mJ/µm2. The PEs span those currently available and an-
ticipate future XFEL capabilities; 2×1013 photons/pulse
for ωX between 0.2-2 keV are available at LCLS At 1.0
(2.5) keV, our selected PEs correspond to a photon num-
ber of 4.68× 109 – 4.68× 1014 (1.87× 109 –1.87× 1014)
per pulse.

A. 3a: Energy Landscape of Hidden Resonances in

Kr

For a given ωX , many resonances can be encountered.
Figure 1 shows the landscape of these resonances as a
function of transition energy and charge state. To pro-
duce this landscape, we plot all dipole transitions from all
electron configurations (ECs) encountered in our calcu-
lations, and select those transitions that have transition
energies within the range 1 – 2.5 keV. The initial state
ECs include ECs of the neutral atom and ground state
and excited state ions.
Figure 1 distinguishes the initial subshell (ni and li
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FIG. 3. (Color online) The difference signals between the
average charge state of Kr ions exposed to a SASE pulse (BW
= 1%) and a seeded pulse (BW = 0.01%) as a function of x-
ray photon energies and pulse energy.

quantum numbers) of each transition with different sym-
bols and colors, triangles for ns and filled circles for np
etc. The charge state window where REs are relevant de-
pend strongly on ωX . For resonance energy ≥ 1.4 keV,
REs are dominated by the L-shell excitations; 2p and 2s
resonances begin at 1.4 keV and 1.6 keV, respectively.
Below 1.4 keV, L-shell REs are largely absent, and M -
shell REs are only found in charge states > 15.

We further separate the resonances from Figure 1(a)
into three groups with different final states, nf = 3,
nf = 4 and nf ≥ 5, in Figs. 1 (b), (c) and (d) re-
spectively. For the Kr atom, REs with nf = 3, nf = 4
and nf ≥ 5 correspond to excitation to core, valence and
unoccupied atomic shells respectively. We see that REs
near and below 1.6 keV are mainly core-to-core transi-
tions, whereas above 2.2 keV only REs with nf > 3 are
available. But, between 1.6 keV and 2.2 keV, a mixture
of these three groups of REs with different nf are found
with significant overlap among them, in terms of their
charge state window.

B. 3b: Resonant excitations: dependence on pulse

duration and bandwidth

We characterize the role of resonant excitation for each
set of pulse parameters by calculating the average num-
ber of resonant excitation events (ANREE), which is the
sum of resonant excitations for each trajectory divided by
the number of trajectories used. Large ANREE suggests
that RE channels play an important role.

Figure 2(a) shows ANREE as a function of x-ray pho-
ton energy and pulse fluence for 80-fs pulses with 1%
BW. ANREE correlates well with the availability of the
RE channels shown in Fig. 1. ANREE is negligible for
ωX in the range of 1.0 to 1.4 keV since there are no REs
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pulse and 80-fs seeded pulse. (a) A dominant ionization pathway to Kr13+ with a series of REs. The number in each parenthesis
after the electronic configuration indicates the associated ion charge state. (b) The ion yield, (c) the average number of absorbed
photons, (d) the average number of Auger decays and (e) the average number of RE events of various final charge states.

or the available REs are hidden at very high charge state
which are inaccessible unless very high fluence pulses are
used. For pulses with photon energy higher than 1.4 keV,
ANREE is found to increase with pulse fluence and can
be as high as 7. Since excited transients have finite life-
time, a sufficiently high pulse fluence is needed to beat
the transient decay to increase the chance of invoking
REs. This strong dependence on pulse fluence suggests
that SASE pulses have sufficiently large BW to activate
multiple RE channels, each with slightly different transi-
tion energy.

With an 80-fs “seeded” pulse with 100-fold narrower
BW than the SASE pulses, one effectively limits the num-
ber of accessible RE channels as shown in Fig. 2(b).
Squeezing the same number of photons into a 7-fs SASE
pulse, as shown in panel (c) of Fig. 2, indicates that
the ANREE in a 7-fs pulse tends to be lower than those
for the 80-fs pulse. The higher-intensity 7-fs pulse has a
higher probability to beat Auger decay and thus favors
creation of transients with multiple core holes or hollow
core shells which are removed from the resonance condi-
tion.

C. 3c: Seeded vs SASE pulses: ultraefficient

ionization mechanisms

In Fig. 3 we display Qavg(SASE)−Qavg(seeded) ob-
tained from an 80-fs pulse as a function of PE and ωX . In
general SASE pulses yield a higher average charge state
than the seeded pulses, but the degree of enhancement

in Qavg does not correlate with ANREE. For example, a
2.5-keV, 75-mJ SASE pulse undergoes >7 RE events to
produce an enhancement of only 3 charge states in Qavg,
whereas a 1.6-keV, 0.75 mJ SASE pulse undergoes 5 RE
events to give the largest enhancement of > 5 charge
states.

We examine the origin of this hot spot for ultraeffi-
cient resonance-mediated ionization at 1.6 keV in Kr, as
shown in Fig.4. At 1.6 keV, the incoming photon cannot
excite a 2p electron in neutral Kr via a direct single-
photon process. However, Kr+ with a 2p core hole can
be created through a 2-photon process: ionization of 3d
shell followed by 2p → 3d RE. This is analogous to the
mechanism first described in Kanter et al. for 1s-2p ex-
citation [35], where the first part of the pulse “unveils”
the hidden 1s-2p resonance in neon. Due to the relatively
large BW, a series of REs 2p → 3d coupled with inner-
shell relaxation to refill the 2p hole, is found to remain
on resonance across many charge states from 1+ to 11+.
This leads to efficient production of Kr13+, as shown in
Fig. 4 (b). This mechanism of core-to-core REs involv-
ing short-lived transients followed by Auger decay differs
from that involved in producing Ar11+, which invokes
long-lived Rydberg ion states [19].

The situation is markedly different in an 80-fs seeded
pulse, where the Kr9+ is the most probable charge state
because the L shell remains transparent, Fig. 4 (b,d,e).
Unlike the SASE pulse, where L-shell Auger cascades
dominate, the seeded pulse pathways to Kr13+ have fewer
Auger events because M -shell ionization dominates.

In addition to its strong dependence on bandwidth,
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FIG. 5. (Color online) Average charge state (Panel A) and maximum charge state with ion yield larger than 0.01% (Panel B)
produced in Kr atom exposed to a seeded pulse (0.01% bandwidth) as a function of x-ray photon energies and pulse energy (or
fluence) with an x-ray focus of 9 µm2. Dashed lines show Kr26+ a Ne-like Kr ion.
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the Kr ionization dynamics in a 1.6 keV XFEL pulse is
also sensitive to pulse duration. A 7-fs SASE pulse favors
the creation of transients with multiple L-shell vacancies
which are far from the resonance energy condition, and
it produces 12+ and above with fewer REs and Auger
events than in 80-fs pulse as illustrated in panels (b) to
(e) of Fig. 4. Kr ion yields for charge states above 12+ in
the 7-fs pulse are smaller than those in the 80-fs pulse, as
expected from intensity induced x-ray transparency [3],
where refilling the core hole for further photoionization
is more probable with longer pulses.

D. 3d: Below-threshold ionization via Preservation

of Inner-shell Vacancy

Apart from this hot spot at 1.6 keV, we also reveal
more subtle effects in Qavg that depend sensitively on
pulse parameters, Fig. 3. Panel A of Fig. 5 shows the
average charge state calculated for three types of pulses:
80-fs SASE pulse, 80-fs seeded pulse and 7-fs SASE pulse.
We highlight two observations. First, Qavg from the

seeded pulses does not exceed 26+ (25+) for ωX ≥ 1.2
keV (ωX < 1.2 keV). These maximum Qavg values reflect
the sequential single photon limits (boundaries of below-
threshold ionization) of ωX . The ionization potentials
(IP) of Kr26+ (Ne-like Kr) and Kr25+ are 2.92 keV and
1.19 keV respectively. Second, the Qavg enhancement
profile as a function of PE depends strongly on ωX . For
most ωX , the enhancement in 80-fs SASE pulse is found
at intermediate PEs, but diminishes at high PEs, corre-
sponding to a plateau Qavg 26+ for the seeded pulses.
The seeded v SASE curves form an “eye-opening” shape.
Exceptions are found at ωX = 1.0 keV, 1.8 keV and ωX >
2.2 keV, where REs are activated near Kr26+ and above
to produce Qavg as large as 29+ in a 2.5-keV, SASE pulse
and go beyond the seeded pulse limit.
The data illustrates that, without nearby REs, below-

threshold ionization is not favorable. This is because the
potential pathways involve preservation of inner-shell va-
cancies (PISV) created via RE or direct photoionization
at low charge states while the ion undergoes further ion-
ization of electrons in valence/outer shells. This PISV
mechanism is not efficient, except in a shorter, more in-
tense pulse that can compete with or overcome the rapid
inner-shell relaxation processes. This new pulse duration
effect, opposite to trends previously noted from the in-
tensity induced x-ray transparency, gives slightly higher
Qavg in 7-fs pulse in the regime of below-threshold ion-
ization.
We find that PISV is the dominant mechanism to pro-

duce the highest charge states (see panel B of Fig. 5),
particularly beyond Kr26+. This mechanism enables pro-
duction of Kr27+ in a 7-fs, 1.4 keV pulse by preserving a
2p hole created in Kr+ via RE for more than 20 charge
states. PISV also allows a seeded 80-fs pulses to reach
Qmax > 26+. A more extreme example is found in the Kr
ionization pathway by the 2.0 keV, 7-fs SASE pulse with
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FIG. 6. (Color online) The hidden resonances originated from
the 2s (red triangles) or 2p (blue circles) subshell in various
charge states of Xe that can be uncovered by a range of in-
coming x-ray photon energies.

the highest PE, where the pulse can produce Kr32+. This
production in the 7-fs pulse is the result of being able to
access additional L-shell RE windows available at charge
states > 27+. The 80-fs pulse with the same pulse en-
ergy produces only Qmax = 27 as the longer pulse is less
likely to preserve more than one L-shell vacancy.

IV. SECTION 4: XE IONIZATION DYNAMICS

We investigated the ionization dynamics of Xe atoms
exposed to SASE (1% BW) and seeded (0.01% BW)
XFEL pulses with a pulse duration of 45 fs and a fo-
cus of 0.1 µm2 at 16 different photon energies (5 to 8.75
keV) and 9 different pulse energies (0.01 mJ, 0.03 mJ,
0.06 mJ, 0.1 mJ, 0.3 mJ, 0.6 mJ, 1 mJ, 3 mJ, 6 mJ),
corresponding roughly to parameters in a recent LCLS
experimental run. The photon fluence range is 0.1 to 60
mJ/µm2. At 5.0 (8.75) keV, the photon number range is
1.25× 1010 to 7.49× 1012 (1.73× 109 to 4.28× 1012) per
pulse. The pulse parameters covered by our calculations
are within reach at current XFEL facilities.
Fig. 6 shows that RE channels in the range 5 – 8.75

keV originate from either 2s or 2p initial states. For
XFEL pulses with ωX less than 5.5 keV, the window
of RE channels starts at low charge states and extends
to 40+. Above 5.5 keV, the start of the RE window is
shifted to a higher charge state gradually and the range
shrinks as the photon energy increases. For example,
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FIG. 7. (Color online) Average number of resonant excitation
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energy bandwidth XFEL pulse, (b) an 80-fs, 0.01% energy
bandwidth XFEL pulse as a function of x-ray photon energies
and pulse energy (or fluence) with an x-ray focus of 0.1 µm2

and pulse duration of 45 fs.

at 6.5 keV, RE channels are found in the range of 25+
to 48+ while at 8.5 keV, RE channels appear only from
45+ to 48+. These localized regions of RE channels have
immediate impact on the ionization dynamics. Although
the atomic structure of Xe is more complicated than Kr,
with 54 electrons and 11 occupied subshells in neutral Xe,
we identified similar dynamical signatures due to L-shell
resonances.

For the seeded and SASE pulses, we present the AN-
REE map in Fig. 7, Qavg and Qmax in Fig. 8 and the
difference signal between the Qavg in Fig. 9. We first
list features in Xe that also appear in Kr. The resonance
energy landscape of RE channels has direct impact on
ANREE as a function of PE and ωX (see Fig. 7). At
5 keV, the range of PE with ANREE > 2 begins at low
PE due to the presence of RE channels at low charges,
whereas at 8.75 keV the value of ANREE is less than 1
even at PE of 6 mJ because the available RE channels are
hidden at very high charge states. Among all the pulse
parameter sets, a 7.75-keV, 6-mJ SASE can initiate the
highest number of RE processes, which is about 12. With
a seeded pulse, the number RE processes is suppressed

to less than 1 for all pulse parameters.
We compareQavg from SASE and seeded pulses in Fig.

8. In general, The Qavg from the SASE pulse is larger
than that from the seeded pulse, but depends strongly on
PE and ωX . As in Kr, an “eye-opening” shape appears
starting at 5.0 keV and the shape shifts to higher PE
as ωX increases to 5.75 keV. This shift is a result of the
resonance landscape, where higher ωX only accesses RE
channels in higher ion charge states thus requiring higher
PE.
The “eye-opening” shape indicates a significant en-

hancement in Qavg for SASE over the seeded pulses in
the intermediate PE range that vanishes at the highest
PEs. At the PE where the enhancement vanishes for ωX

<5.75 keV, Qavg reaches a plateau value of 44. Xe44+

is a Ne-like ion, such that an L-shell vacancy must be
created to exceed this plateau. The ionization potential
of ground state Xe44+ is 7.6 keV, thus ωX < 7.6 keV falls
in the regime of below threshold ionization. The respon-
sible pathways involve preservation of L-shell vacancies,
analogous to the PISV mechanism found for production
of Kr27+.
Above 5.5 keV, Qavg = 44 no longer serves as a plateau

for SASE pulse. This is because resonances are available
near Xe44+ and beyond, such that a high PE SASE pulse
can use these resonances to reach charge states above
44+ without PISV. This is analogous to Kr in a 2.5-
keV SASE pulse, where an L-shell RE window reaching
Kr29+ facilitates production of Kr27+ and above. For
photon energies ≥7.75 keV, even a high PE seeded pulse
can produce charge states above 44+. For this high ωX

range, a new plateau is found at 52, He-like Xe, which
is the largest Qmax obtained for Xe. Here the K shell is
transparent for the ωX considered.
As in Kr, Qavg enhancement shown in Fig. 9 does not

correlate with ANREE. A 5.25-keV SASE pulse with 0.1
mJ represents a hot spot for ultra-efficient ionization via
RE. An enhancement of more than 10 charge states in
Qavg is obtained with less than 6 RE events. Unlike the
hot spot found in Kr, at this Xe hot spot, a broadband
SASE pulse activates a series of three types of REs: core-
to-outer/Rydberg (n = 2 → n ≥ 6), core-to-valence (n =
2 → n = 5) and core-to-core (n = 2 → n = 4) across
Xe6+ to Xe36+. The availability of these REs at low
charge states (<10+) combined with the large ion charge-
state RE windows is responsible for the efficiency of these
Xe resonant-mediated ionization pathways.

V. SECTION 5: SUMMARY

We presented an efficient numerical scheme to include
bound-bound excitations in an MCRE method to track
electronic configurations in complex atoms in the pres-
ence of XFEL radiation. The search-based database
methodology is explained for the first time. We further
investigated the impact of bandwidth (seeded: 0.01 %
bandwidth vs SASE: 1 % bandwidth) and pulse duration
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FIG. 8. (Color online) Average charge state (Panel A) and maximum charge state with ion yield larger than 0.01% (Panel B)
produced in a Xe atom exposed to SASE (1% bandwidth) and seeded (0.01% bandwidth) pulses as a function of x-ray photon
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on the atomic ionization dynamics in Kr and Xe over a
range of pulse parameters (pulse energy, x-ray photon en-
ergy and pulse duration) accessible at current or future
XFEL facilities.
The intricate landscape of the resonances is shown to

be responsible for the pulse parameter dependence found
in Kr and Xe. The photon energy defines a range of
ion charge state windows where resonance excitations are
possible. A higher fluence is needed to access resonances
hidden at higher charge states. We confirm the intuitive
notion that a seeded pulse leads to suppression of res-
onance excitations in the multi-photon ionization path-
ways of Kr and Xe. We further show that a short pulse
suppresses REs as it favors creation of multiple core-hole
transients that are away from resonance.
Hot spots with a maximal difference between seeded

and SASE pulses are found for both Kr and Xe. In
Kr atoms at 1.6-keV a 80-fs SASE pulse with an 0.083
mJ/µm2 ( 1012 photons/pulse), can initiate ultra-efficient
ionization pathways driven by a series of 2p → 3d (core-
to-core) REs from Kr+ to Kr11+ and gives an enhance-
ment of 5 charge states in average charge state over
that in a seeded pulse. In Xe atoms exposed to a 5.25-
keV, 45-fs SASE pulse with an intermediate fluence of
1 mJ/µm2 ( 1011 photons/pulse), rather than in the
pulse with 60 times more fluence. Here, unlike for Kr at
1.6 keV, a broadband SASE pulse activates a sequence
of three types of REs: core-to-outer/Rydberg, core-to-
valence and core-to-core across Xe6+ to Xe36+ and gives
an enhancement of more than 10 charge states in average
charge state over that in a seeded pulse.

We also uncovered a pulse duration dependence, op-
posite to that previously observed and dubbed intensity-
induced x-ray transparency or frustrated absorption [3,
20, 58], where a shorter, more intense pulse produces
higher charge states. This pulse duration dependence
was found in the regime of below-threshold ionization in
Kr, where the route to very high charge states requires
preservation of the inner-shell vacancy created earlier in
the pulse via photoionization or REs and thus requires a
shorter/intense pulse.
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